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EXECUTIVE OVERVIEW 
Erik’s Ranch & Retreats is a first-of-its-kind innovative living, working and social model for young 
adults with autism. In addition to excellent housing and recreation options, members have meaningful 
employment opportunities that utilize their passions, interests and expertise.  

MISSION STATEMENT 
Erik’s Ranch & Retreats provides safe and unequaled living, working, social and recreational 
environments for young adults with autism, using its guiding principles of lifelong learning, individual 
community building and bidirectional integration through voluntourism. We’re committed to giving these 
individuals a rewarding life on their own terms, experiencing dignity, compassion and the joy of 
continuing possibility.  

 

DEFINING OUR PURPOSE 
Autism affects more children than diabetes, AIDS and cancer combined, with 1 in 68 diagnosed today. As 
these children reach adulthood, many over age 18 are living in their parents’ homes, unable to get or keep 
a job, have no friends and subsequently suffer from depression and other mental health issues in addition 
to their autism. As parents decline, these adults will be placed in group homes or institutions, so the 
capital investment in housing is inevitable. Our solution to this epidemic is that we provide individual 
housing and meaningful employment in a single model allowing our members to 1) match their strengths 
and passions to their employment; 2) have many supported positive social and recreational opportunities 
enabling independence; 3) engage in surroundings that encourage family and community participation; 4) 
become productive tax-paying citizens; 5) thrive and are included/accepted members of society and 
educate the larger community. 
 
ERIK’S RANCH & RETREATS MODEL 
Erik’s Ranch & Retreats, LLC, provides independent living, working and social environments for young 
adults with autism on behalf of Erik’s Ranch, Inc., a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization. Not only are both 
locations home to young adults with autism, but what sets Erik’s Ranch & Retreats apart is that these 
young adults operate boutique and ranch style guest accommodations at our two destination locations: the 
Retreat in Edina, Minn., and Erik’s Ranch, in Paradise Valley, Mont. We are working tirelessly to change 
society’s perception of autism by focusing on what young adults with autism can do versus what they 
cannot. Our goal is provide hope and a future of endless possibilities for the more than 500,000 
individuals with autism who will reach adulthood in the next decade. 
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES 
Our model is based on the following principles: lifelong learning, individual community building and 
bidirectional integration through voluntourism (combining vacationing and volunteering).  
 
I. Lifelong Learning  
Learning opportunities offered to our members assist in building relevant career and life skills and 
contribute to their sense of independence. Instead of relegating these adults to mundane, repetitive tasks, 
we work with them and their families to design life plans that incorporate lifelong learning.  

II. Individual Community Building  
Because individuals with autism often have difficulty with social skills, Erik’s Ranch & Retreats 
encourages and facilitates relationships with families, caregivers and beyond—to a larger network of 
community members and volunteers from around the country and world. We call it individual community 
building. Guests staying at Erik’s Retreat or Erik’s Ranch experience the opportunity to  get to know our 
members for the valuable skill or job they perform such as concierge, tour guides, historians, horse 
grooms, bakers, apprentice sous chefs and more. These relationships can be safely sustained over time 
through social media platforms, linking members to an extended community of friends around the world.  

In addition, Erik’s Minnesota Adventures and Erik’s Montana Adventures, our tour guide company, 
provides young adults with ASD the opportunity to showcase their unique talents and expertise. As 
experts in a given field, they lead volunteers on tours within the arts, history, sports, environment—
whatever their passion. Activities are as diverse as our member’s imaginations. In Minnesota our tour 
guests can learn from a WWII history buff at the Commemorative Air Force Museum get a behind-the-
scenes tour of Canterbury Park from a young woman who grew up on a dude ranch, spend a hot day at 
Lake of the Isles learning how ride a Segway, or learn about the history of Minneapolis by taking a 
guided limo ride along the cities most celebrated lakes. In Montana participants can get a birds eye view 
up our ranch by hiking Antelope Butte Hike  watch bears forage for food from a safe distance during a 
Grizzly Meadow tour, fish the Yellowstone River, and saddle up for an authentic western  trail ride.  

III. Bidirectional Integration through Voluntourism 
Bidirectional integration is created through voluntourism. Guests who stay at the Ranch or Retreat, and 
people who sign up for experiences, are voluntourists—and provide reciprocal interaction with our 
members. This type of voluntourism is dramatically on the rise. More people than ever are seeking 
volunteer experiences that give back to communities and populations that are underserved. Voluntourists 
are the backbone of our self-sufficient operation. As guests and participants, they supply our major 
revenue stream and the necessary social interaction for our members. Consistent exposure to new people 
and ideas will go far to expand the life skills and abilities of our members who often struggle to initiate 
and maintain social relationships.  
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MEMBER UPDATE 
Meet our three new members—bringing us to 12 members living and working at Erik’s Retreat— 

each of whom bring unique skill sets and talents to Erik's Ranch & Retreats: 

Nastia joined Erik’s Ranch & Retreats in May. She grew up not far from our ranch and was 
immediately comfortable with life in Big Sky Country. Nastia dove right in when she joined Erik’s. With 
a great work ethic and desire to learn, Nastia assisted the ranch managers and guests in Montana for the 
summer, then joined us in Minnesota in October. Nastia works at Target, and fills many roles at the 
Retreat including Concierge, managing the aquaponics system, producing tea and granola for breakfast 
trays, in addition to housekeeping. Nastia also creates the snacks, branded Granastia, for the room mini 
bars. Snacks include Chex mix and chocolate hay stacks. 

Dominic, our youngest member, joined us in June from Hastings, MN. After a bit of settling in, and 
getting used to the transition of leaving the nest, Dominic eventually got comfortable with his new 
surroundings. As a McDonald’s super-fan Dominic found his dream job as his favorite restaurant, 
conveniently located just down the street. Here at the Retreat, Dominic is an expert concierge associate, 
where he helps guests at check-in, keeps the lobby in top shape and informs guests about Erik’s and our 
mission. Dominic is passionate about music, video games, mythology, woodworking, and McDonalds.   

Tyler, our newest member, joined us in September. Tyler comes to us from Lakeville, MN. He has a 
full time job at Continental Engineering and Manufacturing, where he has a warehouse position. Tyler’s 
greatest passion is his side hustle—working paid gigs as a professional DJ. He DJs the Fraser Gala yearly, 
and also performed at the Schwan’s Cup. Tyler’s musical interests are vast and include all genres, but 
primarily utilizes EDM (electronic dance music) while gigging. Tyler also loves pinball and arcade 
games, and can be found playing video games in his spare time.  
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Additionally, four members have become our expert concierge staff; another oversees housekeeping 
inventory; one independently bakes six days per week for members and guests; In Montana, our members 
were especially busy this year providing trail rides, hiking, fishing and rafting tours, grounds keeping and 
caring for guests. Many of our members participate in other employment and/or educational 
opportunities, including attending classes at Normandale Community College, working for the Hennepin 
Theatre Trust, at the local co-op and at Target, Jimmy Johns, Great Wolf Lodge, Lunds & Byerlys, Camel 
Discovery and an internship with Wilderness Inquiry.  
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GUEST REVIEWS 
We are ecstatic to confirm that Erik’s Ranch & Retreats continues to be a Superhost—the superior host 
designation of Airbnb! This accolade is based upon the following consistencies: 

• 80% of reviews are 5 stars 
• Maintain a 90% response rate or higher 

 
 

We have entered our second year with this badge and look forward to continuing the momentum! What 
more, in 2018 we received another TripAdvisor Certificate of Excellence Award for consistently high 
ratings from travelers. And over at Hotels.com we were designated the “Loved by Guests Award Winner 
2018,” with a rating of Superb. Our guests continue to rave about the exemplary service, the immaculate 
cleanliness and the staff that go over and above to ensure their stay is comfortable. Here are a few 
excerpts from guests: 
 
“If you’re looking for the most amazing view on the planet and a beautiful home to stay in surrounded by 
pristine beauty, look no further. AND you can support a great cause why you enjoy reasonable rates for 
this beautiful home. Erik and Sam were wonderful hosts, and Kathryn was incredibly helpful in planning 
our trip and was super responsive. Erik’s ranch was our home away from home, and we already miss it!” 
 
“The pictures don't do it justice. The view and solitude from the Cargill-Earl Guesthouse is second to 
none. We watched (and listened) to elk as the crossed over the butte up into the mountains every morning. 
We stargazed every night and saw several shooting stars. We cannot recommend this location enough.” 
 
“I have stayed at a previous property from Erik’s ranch last winter and was beyond happy. The staff is so 
courteous, and Erik’s Ranch properties support such a good cause! Sophia’s House was a single girl’s 
trip to Montana’s dream come true. The views were breathtaking, the space is absolutely perfect. I never 
wanted to leave. Will be back ASAP.” 
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BY THE NUMBERS: GUEST OCCUPANCY RATES 2018 
• Erik’s Retreat 

o YTD: 1,122 nights sold 
o Averaged a 50% occupancy rate during high season (June – Aug.) 
o  

• Erik’s Ranch 489 
o Cargill-Earl Guesthouse: 

▪ YTD 
• 246 nights sold 
• Averaged a 90% occupancy rate during high season (June – Aug.) 

o Main House/Lodge: 
▪ YTD 

• 109 nights sold   
• Averaged a 15% occupancy rate during high season (June – Aug.) 

o Pool House: 
▪ YTD 

• 72 nights sold 
• Averaged a 43% occupancy rate during high season (June – Aug.) 

 
o Sophia’s House: 

▪ YTD 
• 56 nights sold 
• Averaged a 41% occupancy rate during July/August 
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COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS 

• We continued our exciting partnership with Camel Discovery, a camel rescue sanctuary in 
Livingston, Mont. Member Carolyn was afforded the opportunity to work twice weekly at Camel 
Discovery last summer where she worked specifically with Chico, a camel suffering from low 
self-esteem and showed him great care and compassion. 
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2018 HIGHLIGHTS TIMELINE 
Jan:  Received a Booking.com 2017 Guest Review Award of 9.5/10 

Feb:  Break ground on Sophia’s House, our second tiny house for rental 

April: An Evening With…James Anderson and Sam Fischer 

 Awarded $5,000 from Autism Speaks for EMA staffing in MT 

 Unveiling of new exercise room, donated by Anne and Edwin Bisek 

May: Awarded $7,500 from Think Bank as the premiere EMA sponsor 

 New member Nastia Berg joins us 

 3 members move to Erik’s Ranch for summer employment  

 Awarded Certificate of Excellence by TripAdvisor, the world’s largest travel site  

June: 11th member moves into Erik’s Retreat, Dominic Dickey 

 Completion of Sophia’s House 

 Hotels.com “Loved By Guests Award Winner 2018” with a rating of “Superb” 

 Welcome guests to our newest property, Sophia’s House 

September:   New member, Tyler Thoresen, moves into Erik’s Retreat 
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PROGRAMS 
Erik’s Ranch & Retreats is a paradigm shift in the concept of integrating adults with ASD into the 
community and educating the public about autism through many facets.  
 
Erik’s Ranch & Retreats programs and projects include:  

▪ Erik’s Ranch, Montana: High end ranch style guest accommodations 
▪ Erik’s Retreat, Minnesota: Residential living and working model, with boutique style guest 

accommodations. 
▪ Erik’s Minnesota and Montana Adventures, tours for guests and locals  

Building the Dream in Montana and Minnesota  
Erik’s Ranch & Retreats provides members (young adults with autism) individual housing, meaningful 
employment and social opportunities in a single model allowing our members to 1) match their strengths 
and passions to their employment; 2) have many supported positive social and recreational opportunities 
enabling independence; 3) engage in surroundings that encourage family and community participation; 4) 
become productive tax-paying citizens; 5) thrive and are included/accepted members of society and educate 
the larger community. 

At Erik’s Retreat, members assist in running guest operations as tour guides, concierge, chefs, horse 
trainers and grooms, gardeners, historians—whatever their passion. Additionally, members participate in 
recreational activities that promote wellness, social interaction, community integration and personal 
fulfillment. 

A Place of Their Own—Erik’s Ranch  
The acquisition of the former Triple R property in January 2016 includes three structures that we rent to 
guests: The Lodge, the Pool House and the Creekside Cabin. Erik’s Ranch opened April 25, 2014, and 
opened its doors to guests just one month later. This includes Erik’s Ranch Guesthouse we built in 2014. 
Ultimately, Erik's Ranch will provide young adults with ASD private apartments in eco-friendly lodgings 
and meaningful employment opportunities serving and supporting our discerning guests. In turn, this will 
lay the foundation for important life skills development including social skills, self-confidence, 
independence, financial responsibility endless recreational opportunities (only 40 minutes from the north 
entrance into Yellowstone National Park, adjacent to Gallatin National Forest with miles of trails to 
explore, one hour from Bridger Bowl and two hours from Big Sky) and hope.  
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The key principals behind our innovative living, working and social model—lifelong learning, 
bidirectional integration and individual community building—are driven by volunteer guests who 
participate with us as part of their vacation or trip to the area.  

 
A Place of Their Own—Erik’s Retreat  
Erik’s Retreat in Edina, Minn., opened its doors to its first member in February 2014. Today, with the 
addition of three new members, 12 young adults on the autism spectrum call Erik’s Retreat home. 
Members live independently in their own apartments with a dining area, living area, bedroom, bathroom 
and full kitchen. Additionally, highly skilled and professional life coaches work with each member to 
develop a life plan that includes personal goals. Our staff monitors and documents progress achieved in 
meeting these goals. Recreational outings are a vital part of members’ life plan goals that encourages 
physical fitness, healthy choices and socialization opportunities and members have the option of 
participating in several daily outings ranging from biking, attending plays, shopping, skiing, swimming, 
going for hikes, watersports and rock climbing, to name a few.  

 

 
 
Onsite Career Opportunities 
All onsite career opportunities align with members’ skill sets, strengths, passions, expertise and directly 
support our guests where they are the stars, not the outcasts. Guests, in turn, provide necessary 
bidirectional integration that stimulates and cultivates social skills, meaningful employment opportunities, 
purpose and hope. 

• Tour Guide 
• Personal Concierge 
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• Horse groom/trainer 
• Historian  
• Baker 
• Horticulturist/Gardener  
• Housekeeping 
• and more 

Erik’s Minnesota Adventures  
Erik's Minnesota Adventures (EMA) is an innovative tour guide program for young adults with autism 
that launched in May 2012. To date, more than 2200 guests have participated in an EMA tour. As tour 
guides, they lead guest on tours, providing an opportunity for them to showcase their unique talents and 
expertise in specific areas within the arts, history, sports, environment—whatever their passion. 
Each tour in the Twin Cities metro invites six to 30 guests to participate in adventures such as 
accompanying a WWII history buff to the Commemorative Air Force Museum, getting a behind-the-
scenes tour of Canterbury Park from a young woman that grew up on a dude ranch to a craft cocktail tour 
led by a young man who enjoys the finer things in life. 

Erik’s Minnesota Adventures is poised to give adults with ASD meaningful options, where autism does 
not define them. Voluntourists have an important role: By virtue of being guests on a tour, they provide 
tour guides with rewarding jobs. By listening and learning, guests help build tour guides’ self-esteem, 
self-worth and sense of accomplishment. These tours build stability for our tour guides as they: 1) provide 
meaningful jobs; 2) cultivate and nurture much-needed social stimulation allowing our members 
continued learning and growth as they build confidence and 3) act as a catalyst for a worldwide advocacy 
platform where members are included as productive, purposeful members of society. As voluntourists 
begin to understand the depth and talents of this population, we believe they will become advocates in 
their neighborhoods, places of employment, schools, places of worship etc., and find creative ways to be 
inclusive of those on the autism spectrum. 

Erik’s Minnesota Adventures has received support and rave reviews of our groundbreaking program from 
countless preeminent autism organizations nationwide. Here’s what a few of them have to say: 

• David Kearon, project manager, Housing and Adult Services, Autism Speaks, had this to say 
about the tours: “Erik’s Ranch & Retreats will provide necessary supports within an independent 
living program that will focus on facilitated employment opportunities, life-skills training, social 
opportunities and recreational programming for... individuals across their two sites. We feel that 
the onsite work opportunities—and Erik’s Minnesota Adventures in particular—are especially 
promising because of your efforts to match the members’ strengths and interests to the jobs and 
to encourage family and community participation.”  

• Researchers at the University of Minnesota Institute on Integration measured Erik’s Minnesota 
Adventures, reviewing specifically how providing meaningful employment for young adults with 
autism improves quality of life. “The results of the evaluation indicate overall positive changes in 
participants’ social skills, social opportunities, self-esteem and quality of job training. Overall, it 
is recommended that Erik’s Ranch & Retreats remain on its current path with additional 
recommendations made for improvement in a few areas.”  
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ERIK’S RANCH & RETREATS’ ADVISORY BOARD  
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

1. Kathryn Nordberg 
Founder & CEO, Erik’s Ranch, Inc. 

2. Satoru (San) Asato 
President and Financial Advisor at McNellis & Asato, Ltd. 

3. Dr. Eric V. Larsson, Ph.D., L.P., B.C.B.A 
Executive Director, Clinical Services Lovaas Institute Midwest 
 

MEDICAL ADVISORY BOARD 
1. Dr. Eric V. Larsson, Ph.D., L.P., B.C.B.A. 

Executive Director, Clinical Services Lovaas Institute Midwest 
2. O. Ivar Lovaas, Ph.D. (2007-2010) 

Professor Emeritus, Psychology Department, University of California, Los Angeles 
3. Eric Rudrud, Ph.D., LP 

Professor, Department of Community Psychology; Assistant Dean, College of Education 
St. Cloud State University 

4. Ann Garfinkle, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor, Department of Curriculum and Instruction, Montana University, 
Missoula, Mont. 

 
BUSINESS ADVISORY BOARD 

1. Casey Anderson, Wildlife Naturalist, Animal Trainer, Actor, host and executive producer 
of the Nat Geo WILD Channel series "Expedition Wild" and "America the Wild” 

2. Austen S. Cargill, II, Ph.D. 
3. Brenda Fischer 

Financial Projects Consultant & CPA 
4. Jim Frome 

COO 
SPS Commerce 

5. Steve Green 
Corporate Director, Revenue Generation, Managed Hotels, Americas  

6. Brian C. Stage 
President of WEDGE Hotels Corporation, a privately held owner and operator of upscale 
hotels in the Northeastern U.S. and in Texas 

7. Jannie Wiseman 
Realtor 
Keller Williams, Bozeman, Mont. 
 

ERIK’S RANCH & RETREATS SENIOR STAFF  
1. Kathryn Nordberg 

Founder & CEO 
2. Keri Taylor 

Director of Erik’s Retreat 
 

3. Linda Sheils  
Business Office Manager/Finance/IT 
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SPECIAL THANKS… 
Heartfelt gratitude to the following corporations and foundations for their continued support:  
Apple  
Wells Fargo  
Thomson Reuters  
Northern Tier/Western Refining 
SPS Commerce  
Trustone Financial  
Coldwell Banker Burnet  
Keller Williams Bozeman  
Minnesota Medical Imaging  
Scott Olson, SFO Design 
City of Richfield  
Wealth Enhancement Group  
World Marketing Group  
Southwest Spice Co., LLC 
Venture Solutions  
Service Quality Measurement Group, Inc.  
Pro Rentals and Sales  
Barnard Construction  
Gaston Engineering  
Cikan Architects  
Nishkian Monks  
Independent Power Systems  
Elixitor, Inc.  
HSMAI  
Birdieman Custom Clubmaking  
Pets Are Inn  
Flexitonline  
Sheng Enterprises, Inc.  
The Caravan Trust  
Beautiful Birth  
SECGC  
Redwood Acoustics  
Closed System Laboratories  
Wisetail  
Sweet Loretta’s Ent, LLC  
RBC Foundation  
Saint Paul Foundation  
Edina Rotary Foundation 
Els for Autism Foundation  
Browning Kimball Foundation  
The Benevity Community Impact Fund  
Bradley Anderson Charitable Fund 
Lisa Stuart Schmoker Family Foundation  
 
 


